Outstanding
ice cream solutions

We enable customers
to meet consumer needs
We live in a world of continuous change. Therefore
Tetra Pak keeps a close watch on emerging consumer
trends at the local level and responds quickly to satisfy
the needs of our customers who want to take advantage
of new market opportunities. This is why we are the
world-leading single-source manufacturer and supplier
of complete solutions, stand-alone equipment, components and consumables for processing and packaging
ice cream.

The most important market driver is lifestyle changes.
These open up new possibilities for gaining higher
shares in various local consumer markets by means of
the right ice cream products. As we have a strong local
presence, we can help you achieve this wherever you
are by providing outstanding ice cream solutions.
Naturally, a key benefit of a partnership is making
sure that all our efforts satisfy our motto “PROTECTS
WHAT’S GOOD”.

PROTECTS WHAT’S GOOD
Local presence and support

High performance
and environmental care
In addition to enabling our customers satisfy consumer demands regarding ice cream products,
Tetra Pak supplies production solutions that meet customer demands regarding system
performance and environmental care. Our ultimate goal is to minimize your operational costs.

Guaranteed performance
As part of our commitment to helping you achieve production goals, our ice cream equipment is delivered with
guaranteed performance. After understanding individual
production needs in order to define the performance
requirements, we then meet these needs in everything
from detailed engineering documentation, through
procurement and shipment to installation, to commissio
ning and performance validation.
Guaranteed performance is also achieved by technical
services that contribute to total lifecycle economy at
every stage of ice cream production: from training and
operational fine-tuning to the preventive maintenance
and updates needed to keep equipment running at peak
performance.

Considering
the environment

Protecting the environment
Minimizing the environmental impact of our manufacturing processes is an important cornerstone of our
environment programme. In everyday business practice, this means:
• Minimizing resource use while optimising
product performance
• Minimizing emissions, particularly CO2,
in our operations
• Reducing the environmental impact of transport
• Recycling to help prevent climate change,
reduce waste and save resources
We participate in several international initiatives aimed
at protecting the environment. In 2006, we became a
Climate Saver committed to WWF standards.

Guaranteed
line performance

Delicious ice cream
for all occasions
Tetra Pak production solutions for ice cream satisfy retailer and consumer tastes
for both traditional and new innovative products. Our equipment can produce
virtually any type of ice cream with the desired ingredients, shape, flavours,
colours and size in a choice of attractive packaging.

Whatever you need
Our ice cream solutions allow you to produce practically
whatever you need in a smooth and cost-effective way.
One popular way of catching the eye of consumers is
to present a unique range of product shapes complemented with an impressive combination of ripple,
swirl of sauces and small or large inclusions. Let’s work
together to bring your product ideas to the market.
To cool down on a warm summer day or for pure
indulgence in the middle of winter, stick novelties are a
treat to enjoy and form part of our production portfolio.
A decorated log on a plate, sandwiches to suit all
tastes and a variety of ice cream candy bars. These are
just some further possibilities that you may be considering to extend or refresh your product lines to win more
consumers of all ages. If so, talk to us to see how we
can help you.

Innovative products
We are at the forefront of introducing new technologies
and processing methods to create new market opportunities for our customers. Our inventiveness includes:
• A low temperature ice cream concept that allows
production of low-fat products ideal for
the health-conscious that taste as good
as – if not better than – top-of-the-range
traditional ice cream.
• Ice cream individually designed for special
events and celebrations. Ideal with such
products are large and numerous inclusions.
• Probiotic ice cream containing potentially
beneficial live bacteria or yeasts.

Consistent
product
quality

Solutions tailored
to your needs

Complete ice cream solutions with highes
Tetra Pak supplies completely integrated processing,
packaging and distribution equipment for ice cream,
from ingredient mixing to packaging and distribution.
We are the total solution provider for filling, moulding
and extrusion lines, stand-alone equipment, individual
components and consumables. These are all backed up
by our customized service solutions.

High-grade materials, thoughtful design and detailed
testing make sure that you get optimal performance. In all,
we aim to make a significant contribution to the success
of our customers through highest system profitability.
You can depend on us to satisfy your system needs
at every stage of production. It’s no wonder that more
than half of the world’s installed ice cream equipment
carries the Tetra Pak brand.

ghest system profitability

Total solution provider
Operating efficiency

Design and production support
that protect what’s good
Focus on hygiene

Keeping track of material flow

The unique designs of our systems and modules together
with our unequalled application know-how promote a
high standard of hygiene. This is crucial for high-quality
products and complying with ever stricter food safety
laws. Where appropriate, mechanical parts of our ice
cream equipment are designed according to 3A, a wellrecognised hygiene standard. All parts with product
contact are made of stainless steel or food-approved
plastic.

Traceability is not only important in complying with
stricter food safety laws, but is also a way for ice cream
manufacturers to achieve ultra-hygienic production.
Traceability solutions developed by us have been specially developed to enable customers to enhance their
safety standards. Automation software modules for both
new and existing ice cream lines enable you to keep
track of material flow at each step of food production,
as well as the process parameters and performance of
the processing equipment involved.

Consumables
for all needs

Maximizing lifecycle performance

Consumables

The best way to get the most out of your ice cream production, and your business, is with our customized service solutions. Our complete range of lifecycle services
maximizes your uptime, reduces your costs, and enables you to reach and sustain your desired performance
with ease. All this adds up to save you time, money, and
hassle, and lets you feel confident knowing that you’re
always getting the most possible value out your advanced equipment.

Danice Services is a Tetra Pak company that provides ice
cream producers with a wide range of products and services including:
• Raw materials and ingredients
• Recipes and product ideas
• Packaging materials
• Distribution equipment

Wherever you are located, our experts are always close
at hand with the essential tools and expertise to bring
you complete lifecycle support and enable maximized
performance today and long-term.
We customize your service solution from our complete
range of lifecycle services, including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Automation services
Environmental services
Improvement services
Installation services
Maintenance services
Parts and logistics services
Quality management services
Remote services
Training services

We offer thirty years of accumulated experience in ice
cream technology and are very aware of developments
and trends that the ice cream industry is faced with.
Long-term relationships with a high focus on customer
satisfaction is an important goal.
Danice Services works with ice cream customers in
over 50 countries and provides a first-class service in
terms of logistics and documentation. Our ISO 9001
and 14001 certificates are your assurance of our professional competence, commitment to high quality and
compliance with international standards.

Diagnostic services

In addition, based on our experience within packaging
solutions, we of fer a number of solution models, including:
•
•
•
•

Guaranteed per formance
Operational cost guarantee
Asset care
Start-up solutions

Solutions that ensure safe food production

Securing the future
Faced with constant change, Tetra Pak is geared up to
securing the future of our customers with outstanding
ice cream solutions. This usually involves information
gathering, research and development, and our Product
Development Centre in Denmark.
But everything starts with you. Close cooperation
will define a number of needs – for example, what trend
you want to be a part of, what products and volumes
best satisfy consumer tastes, what equipment will ensure
quality ice cream yet reduce production costs. Only when
we are both confident that we have thoroughly analysed
and evaluated the situation can Tetra Pak start designing
your particular production solution. In many cases, this
will lead to building next-generation systems incorporating novel technology.
So, no matter what your ice cream production needs,
nor where you are worldwide, you can rest assured that
you are in good hands with us – in the present as well as
the future.
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Total solutions
from Tetra Pak
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Tetra Pak is the world-leading single-source
manufacturer and supplier of complete
solutions, equipment, components and
consumables for profitable ice cream
production.
We work closely with you to convert
your ideas into commercially viable consumer products. We conduct trials with
you regarding product development, and
recipe formulation and specification. We
also provide ice cream production expertise
regarding performance optimisation of
existing lines. Moreover, our strong local
presence enables us to take good care of
your plant, make sure that it continues to
run smoothly and efficiently, and prolong
its lifetime.
Choose Tetra Pak as your partner in
safeguarding your investment.

We reserve the rights to introduce design modifications without prior notice. Tetra Pak,
and PROTECTS WHAT’S GOOD are trademarks belonging to the Tetra Pak Group.

www.tetrapak.com

